
All answers are words or phrases used every day in cricket but you don’t need to be a 
cricketer to find the answers. One word answers unless otherwise indicated. 
 
No KEYWORTH WHAT NO CRICKET, CRICKET QUIZ 2020 Answers 
1 Apprehend  

2 Orson Welles as Harry Lime  (2 words)  

3 In the Peak District they stand unbound  

4 One positioned in last place  (2 words)  

5 A formal announcement  

6 A novel by Henning Mankell…’The _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _’  

7 A passageway to who knows where    (3 words)  

8 An attractive request  

9 Someone who smiles a lot  

10 Surname of Pinocchio’s friend  

11 Nobody’s in      (2 words)  

12 Throw water out of a boat  

13 Neither outstanding or an under performer  

14 Fixed length segment of an activity  

15 A city in England, I think  

16 6 B to an O      (4 words)  

17 The number of horsemen of the Apocalypse  

18 A means of travel in the winter  

19 Introduced to society  

20 Creek Week Tip (anagram)     (2 words)  

21 Bow down  

22 Resting place for sheet music  

23 Not smooth or polished  

24 You might find one in a pair of trousers  

25 London’s heliport has at least one  



26 Door supervisor with muscles  

27 A ticket for travel without return  

28 New Zealand word for a shopping trolley  

29 Goygol  (anagram)     

30 A chart topper for the band ‘Sherbet’ in 1976  

31 I have finished talking and it’s your turn now (radio)  

32 A dolphin species  

33 Pin striped suit, umbrella and…..  

34 Distance in contained water  

35 Swiss Stock Exchange  

36 A good year of crops harvested  

37 First reserve  

38 11 P in a C T     (5 words)  

39 The rooted remains of a felled tree  

40 Acuteness of tone  

41 Have I got news for you, TV production company (2 words)  

42 Machine used to seal the lid to the body of a can  

43 A landform created by running water  

44 Vital for a triple jumper    (2 words)  

45 Lawyer Pop   (anagram)    (can be 1 or 2 words)  

46 Fill to capacity, then throw    (2 words)  

47 A horse that has never won a race  

48 This is the twenty first  

49 Ladies undergarment  

50 Marshmallow and chocolate flavoured biscuit  (2 words)  

51 Beetles and cattle are often associated with them  

52 A leader for J M Barrie  



53 2,240lbs  

54 Nocturnal mouse like quadruped  

55 Move with impetuous unchecked motion  

56 A drifter all at sea  

57 Have gone down with their ship  

58 100 R in a C       (4 words)  

59 Delayed slice of action   (2 words)  

60 A muscle injury  

61 Bovine in a difficult situation    (2 words)  

62 Dangerous terrain  

63 Pins surreptitiously viewed   (2 words)  

64 Beyond which you should not go  

65 Line of a junction between edges  

66 Withdraw in pain perhaps    (2 words)  

67 A boy living on his wits perhaps  

68 Apprehended  

69 An out of sync sailing vessel    (2 words)  

70 Bottlenose film character  

71 The Great North has one of these annually  

72 Social assembly  

73 According to John Denver, Grandma had one   (2 words)  

74 Orange jelly and chocolate coated snack  

75 Fatal for a race horse   (2 words)  

76 An association of mutual interest  

77 Born 1996 and arguably the most famous sheep  

78 Something you might find Monty doing  

79 The victor at Trafalgar  



80 A model will have a slim one of these  

81 A valued fowl teamed with Morse’s mate (2 words)  

82 A dog’s swimming stroke  

83 A guardian who works when others sleep  

84 Purchase  

85 Royal duo  

86 Some people live on it  

87 Performer without a speaking role  

88 Made a mark  

89 A gratis sensation      (2 words)  

90 Asian bank rate reduction perhaps   (2 words)  

91 Brighton and Glasgow both have one  

92 Anxious nonagenarians        (2 words)  

93 What a pugilist likes to do  

94 Dot Dot Dot Dash Dash Dash Dot Dot Dot  

95 Inappropriate vase    (1 or 2 words)  

96 The result of a festive occasion being cancelled   (2 words)  

97 Christian name of who caused financial mayhem in 1995  

98 An arbitrator  

99 A foot from one of these can bring you luck  

100 One of two associated with a bird of prey   (2 words)  

 
 


